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One always learns something in the Rants. Who knew Clarence Clemons could be relied upon
for sage pugilistic advice? (Hogan)

The first pitch of the baseball season in my hometown of Philadelphia was thrown at 1:05 p.m.
this past Friday, and just a few hours earlier, snow was falling on the field at Citizens Bank Park.
Since it was April 1, I was half expecting God to come down from the heavens and yell, “April
Fools!”

Then I remembered: The Big Man was busy studying tape of Denis Lebedev so he could help
Roy Jones beat the Russian.
While Jones made some news recently by signing for this fairly horrifying fight on May 22, his
longtime rival, Bernard Hopkins, was in the news last week for his actions in the build-up to a
fight for a legitimate championship against Jean Pascal the same weekend. As it so happens, I
received an interesting email a few days ago about that newsworthy build-up activity, so let’s
open this Rants column with that email:
Hey Eric, how are you?
I wanted to get your take on the Pascal-Hopkins press conference. When Pascal asked Hopkins
to submit to blood tests, Hopkins’ refusal kind of bothered me, not because I think he is dirty,
but he DID make an impressive jump in weight late in his career at his advanced age, plus he
always makes a big deal of how great he is for still being good at his age, etc., etc. He loves to
talk about his greatness, here’s a chance to prove it further. On top of that, Golden Boy
Promotions was so behind Floyd Mayweather’s demands of Manny Pacquiao, Richard Schaefer
himself was saying at the time that GBP wanted to be leaders to help clean up boxing, but when
a GBP fighter is asked to take a test it’s disrespectful and insulting?
—Steve “The Greek” Kyriopoulos
Steve,
For whatever it’s worth, I would be shocked if Hopkins has put anything questionable in his
body. Maybe I’ve let him brainwash me a bit with his rhetoric, but he’s just such a proponent of
clean living that performance enhancing drugs seem an impossibility to me. Unfortunately, the
modern landscape in sports is such that we can never say never and there are some fans who
are instantly suspicious of everyone. If someone in a high-profile position makes an accusation,
there will always be other people who run with it. After all, look how many folks suspected
Pacquiao even though the initial source of the speculation was that beacon of reliability and
integrity, Floyd Mayweather Sr.
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Like you, I highly doubt Hopkins is dirty. And I don’t even think Pascal thinks he’s dirty. I think
your fellow Canadian is just trying to stir things up and get inside B-Hop’s head a little bit. And it
seems to have worked—though I don’t know that the effect will linger all the way until fight night.
It’s your last point that makes for the most compelling topic of discussion. The Golden Boy
Promotions line on drug testing has been wildly inconsistent, and it’s obvious that they’re just
taking self-serving stances on a case-by-case basis. But, hey, that’s what all boxing promoters
do. A promotional company’s position can change at any moment to suit their needs. They hate
the alphabet boys when their fighter gets screwed; they get back in bed with the alphabet boys
when they feel a title helps promote their fight. They talk smack about a fighter when he’s
promoted by someone else; then they work behind the scenes to become that fighter’s new
promoter. And it’s not just the promoters. How quickly did Freddie Roach adjust his public
stance on Shane Mosley after Sugar Shane became Pacquiao’s opponent?
If you follow boxing long enough, you learn to never believe the hype. You believe what you see
with your own eyes. And of course, you believe what you read in Raskin’s Rants. So let’s get to
’em:
• Continuing on the subject of promoters and hype you shouldn’t believe, my biggest criticism of
the premiere episode of CBS’ Pacquiao-Mosley Fight Camp 360 is that they interviewed Bob
Arum. The man is a promoter. His statements are not spoken from the heart; they’re spoken
from the wallet. He claimed “Manny is made to order for Shane” because he wants people to
think the fight will actually be competitive. Then he said “Manny is the best boxer I’ve ever
seen.” Sure, the show is one giant shill anyway. But there’s no need to completely give up on
the illusion by letting the promoter weigh in with his promoter-speak.
• Another shill issue: I’m not sure I understand the point in running commercials for the
Pacquiao-Mosley pay-per-view … in the middle of a big commercial for the Pacquiao-Mosley
pay-per-view. Or, for that matter, running commercials for Fight Camp 360 during Fight Camp
360.
• I know I’ve started on a negative note, but I did feel Saturday’s episode of Fight Camp 360
was well done, and I appreciate the slightly different look and feel as a change of pace from
HBO’s 24/7. There’s only so much Liev Schreiber a man can take.
• This first episode served as a reminder that you don’t actually need a bad guy to make these
shows work. You just need two compelling camps, and we have that. (Even if Mosley isn’t the
most interesting personality, there are a lot of people in his inner circle who can carry that load.)
• Two things I wish we would have seen: a clip of Pacquiao’s meeting with President Obama,
and footage of Manny’s haircut. I’m a big continuity guy, and it just wasn’t right to go from the
Bieber—err, uh, Bruce Lee—locks straight to short-haired Pacquiao back in the Philippines.
Does Jinkee cut Manny’s hair? Does he use a Flowbee? The world demands to know.
• In the spirit of shilling that defines these “documentary” programs, don’t miss a brand new
episode of Ring Theory ( http://ringtheory.podbean.com ) this week. We’re recording at about
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9:00 ET on Monday night, so tweet in your “Tough Questions” to @EricRaskin or
@WilliamDettloff before then and you can become famous, in the loosest possible sense of the
word.
• If Arum really does give us Juan Manuel Lopez-Rafael Marquez II, as he’s reportedly
threatening to do, I think I have the tagline for the fight: “Sit On It And Rotate!” (Obviously, the
fight poster would feature Bob holding a single finger aloft.)
• If you’re a fan of Mad Men—in other words, if you own a television and have the slightest
understanding of what’s good for you—then you have to have been thrilled with last week’s
news that protracted negotiations eventually resulted in a deal for the fifth and sixth seasons.
Worth noting: Along the way, all parties had the decency to admit there were negotiations taking
place.
• Sure, it’s incredibly lame for a writer to wish a fighter happy birthday in print. But this is a big
birthday for a close friend of a friend who has been to my house for pay-per-views a time or two,
so happy 50th (back-dated a few days) to former junior middleweight titleholder Robert “Bam
Bam” Hines.
• Because judges who screw up deserve to be publicly flogged (at least in the figurative sense),
here’s to Robert Paolino for his 99-91 score in the Hank Lundy-Patrick Lopez fight. Also, a
gentle flogging to the ring announcer for reading the 99-91 score first. In a fight with a
knockdown, had he read the 95-94 score first, it would have extended the drama for an extra
few seconds; instead, by the time he’d finished reading the first (horribly off-base) score, we
already knew whose hand was getting raised.
• Three pleasant surprises from Friday night’s Telefutura show: (1) Eric Morel in a non-boring
fight that was over relatively quickly; (2) a great one-punch knockout in a swing bout, Ramon
Valadez KO 1 Rob Dizel; (3) Randy Caballero’s spectacular wife-beater farmer’s tan.
Somebody get that man a shirt with sleeves.
• Ending with the same subject I started with in the mini mailbag, I have a feeling HBO is going
to get its money’s worth, ratings-wise, out of Pascal-Hopkins II. Start with their first fight, which
was close, mildly controversial, and much more entertaining than anyone expected. Add their
HBO.com “Face Off” that host Max Kellerman spent several minutes genuinely marveling over
on the most recent episode of Ring Theory. And then splash in Pascal screaming “Take the
test!” and the subsequent shoving match, which made mainstream sports news broadcasts. Put
it all together and you have a fight that could generate numbers reminiscent of a time when
boxing was a little healthier, when there were slightly fewer channels, and when DVRs and
On-Demand didn’t exist.
Eric Raskin can be contacted at RaskinBoxing@yahoo.com. You can follow him on Twitter
@EricRaskin and listen to new episodes of his podcast, Ring Theory, at http://ringtheory.podbe
an.com
.
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Comment on this article
Radam G says:
To those knuckleheaded, chump-arse pugilsts who believe dat everybodeee and dey momma,
sista, brotha and dog are taking steriods and need to take a test: What I say is "don't take da
test." Give dat jive a rest. And just use your skills and abilities to win the contest. And this,
instead of all that stupid propaganda about taking steroids, should be your quest. And if you
cannot MAN UP, your sorry arse all REAL PUGILISTS detest. About this steroids mess, quit
being a birdbrained pest. You ask like the egg broke open too early after falling out of the nest.
Doo doo bird muthasuckas fo' real! Shut da double fudge up and fight for a reputation, instead
of somebody elses your cowardly lion-arse try to steal. Holla!
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